
35 Top Searched Topics for Persuasive Essays

As we know, the main job of a writer in writing a persuasive essay is to persuade the reader to accept a
certain viewpoint. A persuasive essay, as well as speech, is also composed to convince the reader to take
a particular action(s). You can hire professional writing assistance for your help in searching for more
topics.

Sometimes, students try to write what they have in mind while composing a persuasive essay. Because
they think that what they find convincing will be enough to capture the reader. However, this is not the
same all the time.

Instead, composing a persuasive essay requires in-depth research, awareness of the biases of the
reader, and a strong knowledge of both aspects of the issue, you are going to cover in your essay.

Hence, never make the mistake of asking someone to write essay for me all the time. Rather, put your
own efforts to make a masterpiece.

You got an idea of what to do when you are supposed to write a persuasive essay! Great!

However, you are still worried because you do not have a perfect and convincing topic in hand. Do not
worry, following is the list of top persuasive essay topics that will help you pick a topic that can lead you
to ace the competition and make your essay stand out from the rest.

If you are stuck at some point you can get help from a professional writer.
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Persuasive Essay Topics

Should the minimum wage rate be increased across the US?

Should giving waiters tips in hotels be mandatory?

Why buying imported products should be discouraged?

Why retirement system should be amended?

Why pension policies in the US should be changed?

How do importing commodities hurt our GDP?

Why exports are crucial for GDP and overall economic development?

Should all schools require students to wear uniforms?

Students who bully others must be expelled

What can be the best way to stop bullying at schools?

Why music and art courses are as important as science and maths?

Students must need complete community service hours before graduation

Should euthanasia be legalized to end suffering from a terminal illness?

If you have no time for research you should hire a personal essay writer.

Should parents be considered responsible for juvenile delinquency in youth?

Assault weapons should be illegal in all circumstances

Product testing on animals should not be allowed in all cases
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Why citizens should not go to war?

Voting must be mandatory.

Allowing the president to serve more than two terms should be based on performance

What are ways the government can use to bring improvement to Criminal Justice System (CJS)?

Why fast-food is a major source of obesity?

You can write essay your own essay if you have great topic ideas.

How consuming fast-food can result in increased overweight problems among citizens?

Animal testing should be legalized only for certain experiments

We must use reusable bags

Recycling should be made essential

The reason why we should/not donate our body parts

Why considering the ethical side of the case is important when deciding on a dilemma

Human and animal cloning should or should not be allowed?

Should college athletes be paid?

College students should not be forced to participate in sports

Physical education should be mandatory

Self-driving cars should/not be legalized?
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Does telemedicine good for health?

Should video games be used as sources to help children improve their thinking skills?

How video games can make individuals more violent?

You should look for organizations that provide 5StarEssays with no grammar errors.

Did you get the topic you were looking for from the above list? Yes! Perfect!

However, you are still worrying because you are efficient at essay writing. No worries, just (google)
search “write a paper for me” or “essay writing services” and you will reach a professional essay writer
who will compose a masterpiece for you.
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